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The earth consists of two conductive layers which are ionosphere and ground including ocean. These conductive layers 
construct the global capacitance. On the earth’s ground surface, therefore, there is vertical atmospheric electric field. The 
intensity reaches 100 V/m. Since the air is slightly conductive, the charged capacitance discharges continuously. The total 
electric current is about 1 kA. Furthermore, thundercloud electrically charges to both the layers though lightning activities. 
Therefore, measuring of global electrical circuit and lightning intensity should be studied for understanding of the global 
capacitance. However, it is difficult to measure atmospheric electric field (AEF) between the layers because it is affected by 
slight air pollution. In addition, the electrostatic charge of the blizzard is the noise of the AEF observation. A study of the AEF 
caused bu snow electrification have been carried out for many years. It is known that when the wind velocity becomes large, 
the AEF grows in the order of kV/m. Since there is no snowfall at Showa, the blizzard is the main noise of AEF. In this study, 
we investigate the relationship between AEF and blizzard electrification and report our preliminary results at the Showa station 
and Memangetsu. We note that the word “blizzard” is only used for the ground snowstorm without the snowfall in this report. 
The AEF observation during the snowfall has been performed by many researchers. Between the AEF and the snowfall 
electric charge, the inverse correlation relations was found according to several reports. In our observation in Showa and 
Memanbetu, we obtained that AEF suddenly increased at the time of blizzard. Furthermore, the main electric charge of the 
blizzard was minus, while the AEF was a positive. In blizzard, snow particles are gradually charged with electricity to minus 
due to a collision with the ground snow. At the time of strong wind, the snow particle has a long jump, and there is small 
number of collisions. In our interpretation, the positive charges covers with the ground suface. Therefore, when a positive 
charge in the air was generated by a strong wind, it is plausible that the AEF was positive. However, it is insufficient only 
when the relation between the wind velocity and the charge of the snow particle is considered, because AEF has not been 
negative during the blizzard in our observation. From this evidence and our interpretation, we conclude that the ground was 
positiely charged while the show was negatively charged. 
 




























Figure 1.  Data of AEF, Snow ion         Figure 2.  Data of AEF (Red) and    Figure 3.  Electric charge distribution at the time of  
(pink shows negative and blue             wind speed (bule) in Memanbetsu     the blizzard occur and state of the AEF. 
shows positive) and wind speed            at Feb. 17,2014.  
in Showa at Oct. 1, 2010. 
 
図 1 南極・昭和基地における大気   図 2 北海道女満別・地磁気     図 3 地吹雪発生時の電荷分布と大気電場 
電場、帯電した雪(イオン量として   観測所における大気電場(赤     の様子。 
計測。値が大きい変動が負電荷成    線)、風速の変動(青線)。 
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